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Panettone French Toast

If you’re into sweet breakfasts, this is the ultimate indulgence: dip sweet, egg-rich Italian
Panettone bread, which comes in those beautiful dome-shaped loaves and somehow lasts
forever, into a French toast batter, and grill it in a panini press. You could also use
challah or brioche.

You can serve this with maple syrup and powdered sugar, as for French toast, but keep in
mind that the bread is already quite sweet—one piece per person is usually enough.

TIME: 20 minutes
MAKES: 4 servings

2 large eggs
3/4 cup whole milk
1/4 teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon real vanilla
Dash cinnamon
Dash nutmeg (freshly ground, if you have it)
1 (1 pound) panettone, cut vertically into four 1” slices (ends reserved for another use)
Spray vegetable oil

Preheat a panini press or pancake griddle (or you can use a regular nonstick pan).

Whisk the eggs, milk, salt, vanilla, cinnamon, and nutmeg together in the bottom of a pie
plate or large, wide bowl until well blended.

Soak each piece of bread for about 30 seconds per side, or until saturated with the
egg/milk mixture. When the panini maker is hot, spray both cooking surfaces with a thin
layer of vegetable oil to prevent sticking. Place 2 pieces of panettone in the panini maker,
and cook for about 2 minutes, or until the crust is well browned and the egg has cooked
through to the center of the bread. (Don’t push the panini press down as you might for a
regular sandwich; this will squeeze the moisture out of the bread and make it too dense.)

Serve the first two pieces immediately, or transfer to a serving plate and cover with foil to
keep warm. Repeat with the remaining slices.


